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Abstract: A key challenge faced by biomimicry practitioners is making the conceptual leap between biology and design, particularly regarding collaborating across these knowledge domains and developing and evaluating design principles abstracted from biology. While many tools and resources to support biomimicry design exist, most largely rely on semantic techniques supporting analogical translation of information between biology and design. However, the challenges of evaluation and collaboration are common in design practice and frequently addressed through prototyping. This study explores the utility of prototyping in the unique context of biomimicry by investigating its impact on the abstraction and transfer of design principles derived from biology as well as on cross-domain collaboration between biologists and designers. Following a survey exploring current practices of practitioners, in depth interviews provided detailed accounts of project experiences that leveraged prototyping. Four primary themes were observed: (1) Approximation; (2) The Prototyping Principle; (3) Synthesis and Testing; and (4) Validation. These themes introduce a unique abstraction and transfer process based on form-finding and collaborative performance evaluation in contrast to the widely accepted semantic language-based approaches. Our findings illustrate how designers and engineers can leverage a prototyping skillset in order to develop boundary objects between the fields of biology and design to navigate challenges uniquely associated with the biomimicry approach.
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1. Introduction

As designers and engineers increasingly look to biology as a source of analogous solutions [1], there is a need that grows in parallel for clearer biomimicry methods and techniques that make biological information accessible and useful to design and engineering challenges [2]. The biomimicry practitioner community includes a wide range of professions [3], including product and industrial designers [4], engineers [5], architects [6], materials scientists [7], and the biologists they collaborate with [8]. For the purpose of this research, ‘designers and engineers’ refers to those practitioners working in three-dimensional design at any scale as a convenient umbrella term. Practitioners are tasked with the analysis, evaluation, and mapping of information between biology and design or engineering in order to produce a design principle that can be transferred and applied to a solution [9–11]. These challenges are heightened in biomimicry compared to other forms of design by analogy due to the remote conceptual distance between biology and design that increases complexity and the resources required to employ this unique approach [12]. However, there is a rich body of knowledge on design techniques, specifically prototyping, to manage similar challenges of embodying and developing a design hypothesis, testing and evaluation, and collaboration between stakeholders [13–15] that could aid the development of biomimicry projects. This study explores how prototyping is currently being used by biomimicry practitioners to abstract, transfer, and aid collaboration between biologists and
designers. We discuss a unique approach on how prototyping as a common practice of design can support some of the unique challenges of biomimicry.

Biomimicry, innovation inspired by nature [16], is a methodology for learning from strategies and mechanisms observed in biological forms, processes, and systems and applying them to solve a wide variety of potential challenges, including those of engineering and design [10]. Its premise is that the estimated 30–100 million species present today are the result of 3.8 billion years of evolution through natural selection that equates a rigorous “research and development” process resulting in a rich source of functionally analogous solutions demonstrating a high degree of novelty without the level of environmental degradation [17,18] commonly observed in innovations resulting from the Industrial Revolution [19]. Biomimicry is an emerging field with indications of strong growth potential in industry [1] and academia [20]. Various descriptions of the methodology can be found in the literature and are similar in concept and in the use of function as a means for determining relevance of biological phenomena but have nuances in specificity and description among them [10,21–24]. Fayemi et al. [9] recently analysed various methodological descriptions and summarized the overarching steps of the process as (1) Problem Analysis; (2) Abstract Technical Challenge; (3) Transpose to Biology; (4) Identify Potential Biological Models; (5) Select Biological Models of Interest; (6) Abstract Biological Strategies; (7) Transpose to Technology; and (8) Implement and Test.

Biomimicry has been described as a form of design by analogy that draws on the far source knowledge domain of biology for its inputs [25]. All design by analogy requires some degree of conceptual or mental leaps [26], however biomimicry represents a particular cognitive challenge to its practitioners in that biology is such a far source of analogical solutions that it has very few attributes that can be directly mapped to a solution. In practice, the processing time required to address this challenge can increase the time and effort required to generate viable solutions that capture the benefits of biomimicry [12]. When a practitioner identifies a relevant biological model for their problem, the forms, materials, fabrication methods, behaviors, and scales observed in the biological model will not typically be directly applied to the solution. Rather it is the functional principle behind the biological mechanism, referred to as the biomimicry design principle, that the practitioner seeks and subsequently the appropriate means for emulating that principle. This task represents one of the most significant conceptual leaps of the process captured as the ‘second gap’ [27], or conceptual leap, with various associated challenges captured in Figure 1 and quantified with difficulty scores reported by current practitioners showing challenges related to abstraction of biological systems and communication across disciplines as being particularly difficult [3]. Because biological systems are inherently embedded in an interconnected context with other biological systems and use radically different materials and methods than designers and engineers [28], abstracting clear biomimicry design principles that have the potential for technological transfer can be a source of much confusion and frustration for practitioners that are frequently, though not always, stacking goals of both innovation and sustainability [29].

Figure 1. ‘Gaps’ (or conceptual leaps) in the biomimicry design process and their underlying challenges [27] with the ‘second gap’ outlined to indicate the area of focus for this study.
While there is much ongoing research to aid the discovery of relevant biological models, there are fewer resources to aid the abstraction and transfer of biomimicry design principles to solutions. Abstraction is referring to the task of analyzing the biological reference and isolating the variables that are critical to the achievement of the function of interest. It is typically preceded by first deeply understanding the biological mechanism of interest in its biological context. Once the biological mechanism is well understood, abstraction and articulation of the key variables in neutral or target domain-specific terminology is typically how the inspiration drawn from biology is made relevant and transferrable to a design or engineering application. Much of the research and databases of biological mechanisms developed to date provide insight into techniques for abstraction and transfer and are largely based on semantics and systematic language analysis. Various techniques are currently described in the literature, including functional decomposition [28,30–32], the function-means tree [33], concept-knowledge (C-K) modelling [34,35], checklist of key questions [36], the ‘abstracting design principles’ step of Biomimicry Thinking [10], causal relationship template [37], structure-behaviour-function (SBF) [38], what-why-how template [39], structured representations for biologically inspired design (SR.BID) or the Four Box Method [40], Design Analogy to Nature Engine (DANE) structured descriptions [41], the SAPPhIRE model of causality [42], as well as terminology supports such as analogical categories [5], the Engineering to Biology Thesaurus [43], and the Biomimicry Functional Taxonomy [10]. The strength of many of these approaches is in standardizing the process for isolating and identifying key variables of the biological mechanism and in some cases subsequently populating a rich, searchable database and/or to provide guidance on how to translate biological information to design and engineering language.

Fayemi [9] describes transferring, referred to as ‘transposing’, as the step “which enables designers to embody the outlined biological principles according to technical functionalities. Such transposition usually requires the available technological knowledge to act as a grid for interpreting the biological solution(s) and enabling its implementation into the technical world” [9]. The one to one mapping of attributes between a biological principle and a biomimicry design principle represents a particular challenge due to conceptual distance between domains. Because of this unique challenge, there is a need for more explicit direct strategies for performing analogical transfer [44].

Various studies have explored the issues that can challenge the successful abstraction and transfer of biomimicry design principles, including difficulty in isolating key elements [23], fixation on familiar biological phenomena [45], and the cognitive challenge of working with far source analogies [46]. There are two primary challenges this study addresses that are associated with the abstraction and transfer stages of the process. The first is the evaluation of the biomimicry design principle due to the multi-functionality of nature making it difficult to isolate aspects of biological models that contribute to the desired function [47], and because few tools exist to support the development and evaluation of biomimicry design principles and are derived from more general theories of analogy and design by analogy [40]. The second major challenge is collaboration across the domains of biology and design due to their differing vocabularies, professional norms and purposes of work, as a result, there is a growing need to determine what kinds of representations of biological systems facilitate understanding [48].

While abstraction and transfer tasks are particularly challenging, the associated challenges of evaluation and collaboration are common in most design processes and techniques have been established to aid designers as they navigate them. Specifically, prototyping is a well-studied and understood common practice in design that is part of the expanding influence of design thinking [49]. Design thinking is a generalized method of design that makes the benefits of a design-led approach to the development of strategic solutions more accessible to non-designers [50]. The purpose of prototyping in design thinking is to engage users, test usability, evaluate ideas and in this way serves as a form of research as the understanding of the problem and the solution develop in parallel [51]. However, ‘prototype’ is a wide-ranging concept that can have different meanings to different domains and is commonly used alongside similar terms, such as model and mock-up. While there are many possible definitions, the prototype as defined by Ulrich and Eppinger [15] as “an approximation of the
product alone one or more dimensions of interest” is particularly useful for this research. The purpose of producing a prototype would be to embody a design hypothesis, then its functionality, and collect feedback prior to further development and production [15]. A prototype can take many forms and serve a variety of evaluation strategies, including functional, assembly, and appearance, among others [52]. By representing a design concept in physical form, a prototype can serve as a generator of ideas by making abstract ideas concrete and providing a focus for exploration and discussion [53]. Prototypes can also serve as “boundary objects” to span gaps between different competencies of those participating in the design process [13] and visualize the problem at the same level so that collaborators are working with a shared mental image [54].

There are many known instances of prototyping in biomimicry at a variety of scales, including architectural structures (Figure 2), materials (Figure 3), and furniture design (Figure 4) for example. Physical prototypes, in addition to digital simulations of prototypes analyzed through finite element analysis, have been described as helping to “explain the mechanics of the natural biological systems they mimic” [55] and to examine the complexity of biological references [56]. However, the opportunity to utilize prototyping in biomimicry to address abstraction and transfer as well as cross domain collaboration is not yet described in a way that provides general prototyping guidance to practitioners of biomimicry design as we have in other design and engineering domains.

**Figure 2.** Architectural scale prototype of engineered structure demonstrating biomimicry design principle of lobster shell structure using fibrous composite materials assembled through robotic fabrication [57].

**Figure 3.** Series of images of a material prototype fabricated at 15 um scale that demonstrates a biomimicry design principle of structural color based on observations of blue haired tarantula [58].
Based on the known uses and benefits of prototypes in design practice, the aim of this study was to explore the popularity of prototypes among biomimicry practitioners currently and how abstraction, transfer and cross-domain collaboration between biologists and designers and engineers has been influenced by the utilization of prototyping. The goal was to describe current practices that provide general guidance on how to leverage the known benefits of prototyping to navigate the conceptual leap associated with working in a biomimicry design context.

2. Materials and Methods

The study followed a mixed methods sequential explanatory research design where initial quantitative data was further explored through qualitative data to help explain the findings [60]. Data from an initial online survey with 270 biomimicry practitioner respondents was collected over six weeks followed by ten semi-structured interviews with eleven biomimicry practitioners over an eight-week period. As per ethical protocols, all participants in both studies were volunteers and gave their informed consent prior to participating in the research.

2.1. Sample

For the online survey, an effort to be as inclusive as possible in the call for participants was made by reaching out to a wide variety of biomimicry networks, organizations, and leaders around the world. Using a criterion-based sampling procedure [61], 270 respondents that self-identified as having proficiency as a biomimicry practitioner at some level, including fundamental awareness, novice, intermediate, advanced, and expert (Figure 5), were permitted to proceed with the survey. Respondents were diverse in both their geographical dispersion across 44 countries as well as the range of employment sectors they represented. Among the 270 total respondents, 189 (or 70%) were considered to have designerly and/or engineering skills sets based on their declared educational backgrounds and core competencies.
The sampling scheme for the subsequent interviews was purposive and based on a critical case approach [61], where individuals were chosen based the use of physical modelling in order to provide compelling insight into the role and impact of physical modelling on a biomimicry project. The eleven interview participants included those that have applied biomimicry to product, architectural, and material design and included both biologists and non-biologists and most drew from multiple project experiences in providing their responses to interview questions. The interview participants are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of semi-structured interview participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Project Role</th>
<th>Application Areas</th>
<th>Project Types</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>Biologist</td>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Architectural façade system</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Architectural façade system</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>Biologist</td>
<td>Material science</td>
<td>Structural color material</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Sports equipment</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>Urban agriculture expert</td>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Urban agriculture system</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Industrial design</td>
<td>Consumer packaging</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>Biologist</td>
<td>Industrial design</td>
<td>Structural components</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Industrial design</td>
<td>Wine storage system</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Soft seating</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Organic chemist</td>
<td>Material science</td>
<td>Soft seating</td>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Structural systems</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

The initial online survey collected data for: (1) popularity of physical modelling as a format for abstracting biomimicry design principles; and (2) challenges and techniques associated with abstracting and transferring biomimicry design principles. The survey questions were a combination of single or multiple response with the opportunity to provide free-text responses where appropriate. The quantitative data resulting from the survey was analysed using SPSS statistical software. Both descriptive and comparative statistics were run to meet the goals of the study. The comparative analysis used was the test of two proportions [62] (i.e., Chi-square test of homogeneity) that determined if a statistically significant correlation existed between those that did and did not report using physical models to represent their biomimicry design principles on a range of dependent variables, including difficulty scores for abstraction, transfer, and cross-domain collaboration, stage of project development achieved, and use of abstraction technique.

Follow-up interviews typically lasting 40–60 min collected richly descriptive narrative-style data on participants’ experience with prototyping related to the abstraction and transfer of biomimicry design principles to a solution and were used to help explain the quantitative findings. Along with the interview transcripts, project images, published materials on their work (e.g., academic papers, articles, websites), and videos further describing the projects, such as TED talks and promotional videos, were analysed using NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software. The qualitative analysis included coding (keyword tags) and categorization (taxonomy) as well as meaning condensation [63] from the rich textual descriptions provided by the participants. Themes were inferred through patterns of similarity and then used to construct a tentative statement [64] about the impact that prototyping has in the context of the tasks of abstraction, transfer, and collaboration.

The study’s outcomes were presented in a peer debriefing with 24 biomimicry practitioners, including faculty and graduate level students, associated with the Biomimicry Center at Arizona State University. Their verbal feedback has been incorporated; however, it was highly supportive overall with no major concerns expressed.
3. Results

3.1. Statistical Results on the Use of Prototyping among Biomimicry Practitioners

Of the total 270 survey respondents, 57 (21%) reported to have used physical models as a format for abstracting biomimicry design principles whereas illustration and text were the most commonly used formats being used by 74% of the respondents (Figure 6). Out of the 189 respondents that declared having designerly and/or engineering skills sets, the reported use of prototyping slightly increased to 23%. There was an association between the use of physical models and the application areas of product design, industrial design, and materials science, however prototyping was reported as largely underutilized among practitioners in these employment sectors where it would normally be considered common practice (Figure 7).

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Formats used to represent abstracted biomimetic design principles as reported by surveyed practitioners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formats used</th>
<th>Respondent Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotated photograph</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical model</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital model</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No representation</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems simulation model</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Sector</th>
<th>Respondent Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Services</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Entertainment, &amp; Media</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government &amp; Policy</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry, &amp; Fishing</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising, Marketing, &amp; Public Relations</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance &amp; Banking</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; Beverage</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 7.** Use of physical models among survey respondents by employment sector.
While the use of prototyping was not correlated with lower difficulty scores for abstraction, transfer, or cross-domain collaboration, a chi square test of homogeneity showed that it did have the strongest correlation of any format with projects reaching the implementation stage, $X^2(5) = 34.959$, $p < 0.001$, Cramer’s $V = 0.360$ [65].

Additionally, when asked which abstraction technique they used from a list developed from the literature review, including functional decomposition [28,30–32], the function-means tree [33], C-K modelling [34,35], checklist of key questions [36], the ‘abstracting design principles’ step of Biomimicry Thinking [10], causal relationship template [37], structure-behaviour-function [38], what-why-how template [39], SR.BID or the Four Box Method [40], DANE structured descriptions [41], the SAPPhirE model of causality [42], and BioTRIZ [66], my own process of analysis and interpretation, none of the above, and other, 75% ($n = 43$) of those that used physical models also reported that they use ‘my own process’, a statistically significant correlation, $X^2(12) = 8.876$, $p = 0.003$, Cramer’s $V = 0.181$. Additional significant correlations between the use of physical models and ‘checklist of key questions’ and ‘structure-function-behaviour’ as abstraction techniques were found, though with less prevalence. All responses to abstraction techniques used among those that used physical models are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Use of abstraction techniques among survey respondents using physical models.](image)

3.2. Thematic Analysis of Interview Data

To help explain the correlation between the use of prototypes and the respondents using their own process to abstract biomimicry design principles as reported in the survey, across case thematic summaries provide a synopsis of the interview participants’ comments on the utility and impact of prototyping on their project related to (1) abstraction; (2) transfer; and (3) cross domain collaboration. Significant statements from the participants are included to further illustrate the nature of their experiences in their own words.
3.2.1. Utility of Prototyping for Abstraction #1: Form Finding and Approximation

For eight participants, the role of prototyping on a biomimicry project was to initially approximate the forms and behaviors of their biological reference in a digital computer aided design (CAD) based environment. One participant commented on how their prototyping process starts: “Normally, I immediately go from (discovering a biological inspiration) to my computer and to my 3D program and try to create the structures” (P09). One participant commented on the importance of starting this approximation of the biomimetic principle early in the abstraction stage: “To get the functional principles, you don’t need to make it like the actual product which would come out, but at least to prototype the principles” (P02).

3.2.2. Utility of Prototyping for Abstraction #2: Performance Testing

Prototyping also appeared to serve as a hypothesis or assumption checking exercise where the biomimetic structures and behaviors were tested for their functional efficacy. One participant said: “The biologists, they investigated more on how this folding movement or motions are happening in the plant, their assumptions, which we then modelled and simulated to figure out if this assumption can be true or not” (P02). Four participants preferred to work digitally initially because the simulated validation of the working principles through finite element analysis allowed a more rigorous analysis of external loading and reduction of stress concentrations as well as early detection of misinterpretations or oversimplification of the biological principle. The ability to conduct performance evaluation was a common pattern among participant’s motivation for prototyping during the abstraction phase. One participant noted that the digital prototype’s validation of performance can fail even if you have interpreted the biological mechanism correctly but transferred it to the design using the wrong material: “. . . It can also be that the interpretation of the natural model might be correct but it’s being applied in a wrong way to, in this case for example, to a bottle, or the interpretation that I have from the natural structural system might be fully correct, but I might apply it to a bottle whose material doesn’t make sense to apply that structural system” (P06).

3.2.3. Utility of Prototyping for Abstraction #3: Cataloguing Biomimicry Design Principles

For five participants, the modelling and prototyping allowed elements of the biomimicry design principle to be isolated, tested, and reconfigured into a range of variations with varying performance results. Subsequently, as successful working principles are identified, they could be added to a digital catalogue of validated biomimicry design principles specific to their typical design domain. One participant said: “We really don’t try to look at one biological role model and then transfer this into a technical application, but we really try to abstract the principles and then combining them all to create even, let’s say, a working catalogue” (P02).

3.2.4. Utility of Prototyping for Transfer #1: Establishing a Prototyping Principle

All participants referred to the importance of developing a ‘prototyping principle’ or a ‘materialization principle’ as part of both abstracting, transferring, and, in a couple cases, even selecting biological principles that seemed the most compatible with their prototyping principles. These were indigenous terms used explicitly by three interview participants referring to the consideration and selection of appropriate materials, fabrication methods, and scale that would be used to actualize the functional principle. Throughout the interviews, participants described in various ways that the functional principle had to be interpreted in the context of viable materials and fabrication methods in order to be transferrable. One participant commented: “The abstraction process is super important. How to abstract, let’s say, the functional principal, and also materialization principles, how they are not necessarily the same. [On our project] the materialization principle is very closely related to the geometrical [requirements] that come from a plant; however, the plant is not at all materialized as we did it” (P02). Eight participants described a common experience of developing their biomimicry design
principle through the opportunities and limits presented by the materials and fabrication methods that they worked with. As a result, the ability to prototype the design principle actually guided the abstraction and interpretation of the principle itself. For example, one participant commented on how limitations with additive manufacturing affected their process: “If we can make exactly the [biological] structure it will work the best, but just based on all kinds of (technical) limitations we need to take what we learn from that principle and make what is doable right now. So, we simplified the structure. Still, it can work better than just the material itself” (P03). Another participant commented on the difference between how nature materializes compared to their tendency to work with steel, aluminum, and fiber reinforced plastics as viable materialization options: “What is extremely interesting is also the material. The diatoms are made of glass or something like glass overall, silica, but it is very strong” (P07). Another participant said: “Of course, I want to use biological materials, but there are still no biological materials to use in selective laser sintering (SLS) printing” (P09).

Six participants commented on how advanced technologies to fabricate biologically inspired designs are cost-prohibitive and a limiting factor for moving forward with design development. One participant said: “A lot of biomimics just assume, and we assumed, that you could just [3D print] in a way that makes sense biologically. It’s super expensive to do that. And it also isn’t necessarily functional. I mean, 3D printing all the time, it’s good for prototyping, but it’s not necessarily for final scale. It just gives you an impression of how things will work. It’s not exact” (P05). Six participants noted the limits of additive manufacturing in producing functional, scaled forms that emulate biological morphologies. “There are other factors you have to consider such as restrictions of the production methods. Even in additive manufacturing, you cannot do everything. You have to comply with certain restrictions and then you produce it. It is still difficult to create these crazy intriguing forms which regularly occur in nature” (P11). Abstracting the biological principle in the context of the prototyping principle was a creative and intuitive challenge for participants and relied heavily on their own skills and access to resources in order to effectively problem solve. One participant said: “For both (of my biomimicry design principles), one way or another we needed to make some adjustments and sacrifices. We cannot make 100% the replica of each structure” (P03).

3.2.5. Utility of Prototyping for Transfer #2: Dealing with Trade-Offs

Prototyping was often described as confronting the participants with difficult decisions that implied making tradeoffs between issues such as practicality and sustainability or innovation and cost effectiveness, for example. As a solution for dealing with the challenges of finding a good prototyping principle for their projects, eight participants opted for readily available materials that come in workable dimensions and abstracted the design principle within those constraints. One participant noted that while fixing these parameters limited the range of possibilities, it also focused the problems that needed to be addressed: “Having or fixing certain parameters at the beginning of the design process, is definitely a plus on the long run. It tends to narrow down the research and gives a very clear idea of what to do in that design process” (P11). While at times representing a tradeoff for sustainability issues, fixing the prototyping principle offered pragmatic advantages that were critical to moving their projects forward. One participant explained: “At the end, you could do almost everything, I would say, but you also need to take into account that somebody needs to produce it and someone needs to pay it” (P02). The choice of materials and fabrication methods was often cited by participants as the point in which sustainability concerns can arise. One participant speculated that the conflict between the sustainability ethics of biomimicry and the limitations of existing materials and fabrication methods may be inhibiting more practitioners from prototyping: “I think the reason a lot of these designers are not prototyping is that they know that their concepts are not quite feasible in a larger manufacturing sense. So it’s like well let’s just sketch it out, we’ll storyboard it out, we’ll do all the drawings that we can, but we know that we can’t be making our product as of today the way that that nature would really intend because of the manufacturing technology is not there yet” (P08).
3.2.6. Utility of Prototyping for Transfer #3: Proof of Transferrable Biomimicry Design Principle

In seven cases, a participant felt a physical prototype was necessary as proof that the biomimicry design principle is possible and works outside of digital simulation. One participant commented: “I know for me to demonstrate that (the biomimicry design principle), simulation is not enough. You cannot use simulation to really convince people, because no one thinks that is doable. So, I need to do a physical prototype” (P03). In a couple of other cases, the participants preferred to do their performance testing physically as direct evidence of whether all the desired properties are being achieved: One participant commented: “... As soon as possible I go to the 3D printer and see what’s coming out of it because in the computer I cannot see if it works or how I think it should be to have the best flexibility” (P09). One participant noted that not yet being able to produce a physical prototype from a digital simulation serves an indication that the design principle has not yet been well understood enough to be transferrable: “When you can’t get the ideas out of your computer with simple hand models, it means that something is missing or you need to do this jump from the digital to the physical in small scale until you’re able to master the complexity” (P11).

3.2.7. The Effect of Prototypes on Cross-Domain Collaboration #1: Visualizing a Biomimicry Design Hypothesis

Prototypes and other visual aids were noted by five participants for their usefulness in communicating needs and concerns on their projects. One participant reflected: “(Prototypes) are definitely one tool that can have the biologist talk to the engineer more easily because there’s a tangible object.” (P03) Four participants noted that biologists are not trained in design issues and often have a narrow focus in their biological expertise. Having a series of prototypes allowed one participant to let the biologists feel and observe the concept and see the design concerns and goals that helped the biologists understand what information would be useful. The participant said: “I always bring my 3D models and my experiments to [the biologists] and say ‘Here you can feel that it reacts like this, but I am expecting it to do this, or I was expecting it should do this or this’, and then we try to figure it out together—me from my engineering point of view or my design point of view, and them from their biology point of view. And then we see if we can come up with why it reacts like that” (P09).

From the other perspective, one participant with a biology background commented on how tangible prototypes of what the designer was interested in helped them in their role: “I liked it very much when the designers could show me one of the universal movement principles, like, for example, the curve line folding principle, because then you find yourself checking all the organisms you know of if they also employ this rather common design or motion principle” (P01). Another participant with a biology background commented on how prototyping also helped their engineering team visualize biological phenomena and better analyse its microscopic structure: “We analyse (microscopic organisms) with laser confocal microscopy where you get a quiet good resolution and then you have this item in much bigger size by a factor of, for instance, 10,000 or so, on your table and it’s really beautiful and you understand it differently ... When we printed [the physical model], its depth and dimension become more apparent than in the scanning electron microscope” (P07).

3.2.8. The Effect of Prototypes on Cross-Domain Collaboration #2: Optimizing Collaboratively

For six participants, having the physical prototype facilitated mutual understanding between the design and biology experts of the challenges, opportunities, and limitations of applying principles derived from biology to a real-world solution while at the same time attempting to maintain the sustainability implications of a biologically inspired design approach. One participant commented: “There’s this iterative cycle between checking in with the biologists and the (Life’s Principles) and to say how would nature do this then going off and solving for materiality issues, scaling issues, user needs issues, and then working on that and then come back and say, “Okay, how do we optimize this again from the biology,” and going back and forth” (P05). Another participant commented on how the performance of the prototypes drove the iterative biological research cycle: ‘Inevitably when you’re
trying to go from brand new novel idea to something tangible, there are many obstacles along the way. You may plan out and say, ‘We’ll do this, and this will lead to that.’ But there’s all sorts of technical problems you find when you actually try to put it into operation. And so, the team as a whole would try to solve them each time we bumped into them and my role was to sort of go back to the biology and pull from nature to find a solution’’ (P10).

3.2.9. The Effect of Prototypes on Cross-Domain Collaboration #3: Self-Checking

Not all participants worked closely with biologists as they abstracted and transferred their biomimicry design principles preferring instead to explore and synthesize biological information themselves. One participant shared: “Because I work here and I know very well the specifics of what we need to solve and what we need to, it’s much easier for me to look for natural models and study them than to ask a biologist to do that for us. We tried that in the past but didn’t work so well . . . One thing that usually happens is that, the way [biologists] filter the information, they might be putting aside information that is actually important for us to help us understand the organism to the core. And so, I prefer to receive the rough data that might not be so appealing to read but I try to. It takes time, of course” (P06). For the three participants that shared this perspective, the prototyping appears to serve as a self-checking tactic for both the understanding of the biology, developing a prototyping principle, and testing the efficacy of the synthesis of the two. One participant commented that while more time consuming, it is still the most effective process for them: “Not the most efficient process, but it really works for me. Also, to understand as a designer because I’m not a biologist and engineer, so it is an intuitive process and trial and error all the time” (P09).

4. Discussion

While the results did not indicate that prototyping could be correlated with reduced difficulty in the tasks of abstraction, transfer, and cross domain collaboration, several themes on its unique utility in aiding the biomimicry process have been described. Prototyping had a significant correlation with projects reaching the implementation stage, however this finding is certainly influenced by factors beyond prototyping not addressed in this study. Nonetheless, it suggests that prototyping is a contributing factor to improve the odds of reaching project implementation. This may be due to its ability to make abstract ideas concrete and embody and evaluate a design hypothesis as was described in the interviews as well as in the research of Ulrich and Eppinger on the purpose of prototyping [15].

The association between the use of physical models and the application areas of product design, industrial design, and materials science found through the survey was reinforced in the interviews with the addition of architecture. Within the limits of this survey, evidence suggests that biomimicry projects of a physical, three-dimensional nature are, perhaps unsurprisingly, more likely to use prototypes. However, within these generalised sectors the motive and focus for prototyping can range greatly in fidelity and evaluation purpose, including material construction, mechanical functionality and fabrication. Furthermore, 2D prototyping, schematics, walkthroughs and digital models offer another view on prototyping biomimetic principles as both prequals to 3D and within other domains such as process, services and systems design.

Interestingly, physical modeling appears to be an underutilized technique among practitioners in sectors and with skill sets where it is normally considered common practice, such as design and engineering. This might partially be explained by the increased use of digital models, as was largely the case in the interview participants where digital models often preceded physical models. It was observed that nearly all interview participants utilized digital modeling alongside their physical model(s) with only one instance of hand-built prototypes.

4.1. Performance-Based Abstraction of Biomimicry Design Principles through Prototyping

Based on the interview findings, we have outlined a ‘performance-based abstraction’ process (Figure 9) that serves as insight into the survey response by 75% of the prototyping respondents that
reported using ‘my own process’ to abstract biomimicry design principles. It is comprised of four key activities:

- **Approximation**: A ‘rough draft’ model of forms and structures, frequently in digital format, that closely approximates the morphology and behavior(s) of the biological reference.
- **The Prototyping Principle**: The selection of existing materials and fabrication methods that would serve as proxies to those used by the biological reference. In four cases, the prototyping principle influenced the participant’s choice of biological reference(s) and actually occurred prior to the approximation stage.
- **Synthesis and Testing**: The synthesis of the approximated model and the prototyping principle into a biomimicry design principle, testing the efficacy of the applied prototyping principle and the interpretation of the biological reference either physically, in a simulated environment, or both, and optimizing until expected functionality is achieved and project performance requirements are met.
- **Validation**: A decision making point where either the biomimicry design principle is validated and can progress forward into a design solution and potentially be stored in a catalogue of validated design principles, or whether there are more questions about whether the biological reference has been understood accurately and/or the choice in materials and fabrication method have been appropriately applied leading to further investigation.

![Diagram of biomimicry key activities](image-url)

**Figure 9.** Key activities for the ‘performance-based abstraction’ of biomimicry design principles.

A key difference with this approach compared to currently described techniques of abstracting biomimicry design principles is the relationship between the distinct activities. While biomimicry is widely regarded as a highly iterative process, attempts to describe its process in a straightforward manner as a somewhat linear sequence of stages runs the risk of suggesting that a biomimicry design principle is articulated and then materialized [9] whereas the performance-based abstraction process proposes that a biomimicry design principle can be interpreted through its materialization and the limits and opportunities presented by fabrication methods at scale. In fact, fixing or limiting the
elements of the prototyping principle may provide an advantage to more efficiently develop design and engineering solutions because of the focusing effect it has on perceived problems and solutions.

Another key difference is that the performance-based abstraction process is largely non-semantic relying on form finding and collaborative evaluation over language analysis. While the majority of the participants processes appear rigorous, it is conceivable that a downside to this form finding approach could lead to what prior research has found to be a superficial level of understanding of the biological mechanism based only on what is directly observable [5]. However, when coupled with performance testing, this risk appears to be mitigated as achieving the desired functional efficacy remains the design objective and the outcomes can become more predictable.

The analogical reasoning experiences described by participants appeared similar to that of the known structure-behavior-function (SBF) models where the biological reference is systematically analyzed by mapping the behaviors driving the desired functional effects to the structural components that make the behavior possible [67]. The interview results indicated that it was the structural elements of the biology that seemed to trigger the abstraction process in a tightly integrated fashion with the prototyping principle. In this way, the semantic bridge of function often described in biomimicry may be a means for searching for relevant biological references, but with the performance-based abstraction approach it is the performance of the structures within existing materials and fabrication methods that drive the abstraction and transfer and where functional performance of the prototype serves as the evaluation criteria.

4.2. Prototypes of Biomimicry Design Principles as Boundary Objects between the Distant Domains of Biology and Design

Utilizing prototypes on a biomimicry project through the proposed performance-based abstraction approach may provide a unique collaboration interface that surfaces key issues, such as biological mechanism details, sustainability, and material or fabrication limits, for both biologists and designers where ongoing challenges of differing language, concepts, and purposes persist as is typical in design by analogy drawing from far sources [68]. In this way, it appears to serve as a useful boundary object between experts from biology and design or engineering domains in the same way that prototypes are known to engage key stakeholders in the understanding of both the problem and the solution of a challenge [13]. In the case of biomimicry, the prototype as a boundary object between biology and design helps the biologists understand the design opportunities and limits and trigger ideas for relevant biological models and for the designer or engineers appears to help improve the integrity of their understanding of how the biological mechanism works and where missed opportunities may reside.

4.3. Limitations

While this study yielded new insights into the use of prototypes on some form-based biomimicry projects, several limitations exist that should be considered when interpreting the findings. The study included participants working in multiple fields with various vocabularies and norms of practice in order to maximize diversity, however this added complexity to the coding and thematic analysis that proved challenging in categorically organizing the data. Another limitation is that the interviews captured participant reflection, but no direct observations of prototyping in action and how it affected abstraction, transfer, and collaboration were made.

4.4. Opportunities for Further Research

To address the limitations of this study, further work in this area might choose to expand on the results reported here by conducting further qualitative inquiry, especially direct observation and/or participatory research involving biomimicry practitioners using the performance-based abstraction approach. This further work could also provide photo documentation of participant processes to provide visual examples of the activities and outcomes of each phase. Larger and more diverse
participant samples segmented according to their field, such as architecture, product design, materials science, and engineering, might be able to describe how and whether the performance-based abstraction approach aids the specific materials, fabrication, scale, and sustainability concerns practitioners are encountering in their respective fields. While the survey captured data on respondent’s use of various abstraction techniques, it did not assess their level of familiarity with each. Further work could investigate the biomimicry practitioner community’s familiarity with these abstraction techniques in order to explore the rationale behind the varying percentages of use reported in this study.

It was also suggested that the analogical reasoning described by participants appeared similar to that of the structure-behavior-function (SBF) model for analogical transfer. Further research could investigate how and whether the existing knowledge on SBF methods could be used to guide a more predictable biomimicry prototyping strategy.

5. Conclusions

Designers and engineers are increasingly drawing analogous solutions from biological models through the biomimicry design process. However, the conceptual distance between biology and design and engineering intensifies the challenge of abstracting and transferring analogical solutions. Evaluating biomimetic design principles and collaborating across the biology and design knowledge domains represent difficulties for practitioners that increase time and effort required. Prototyping is a common design practice that is known to support evaluation and collaboration and this study has described its use specifically in a biomimicry design context. Based on survey and interview data capturing the current practices of biomimicry practitioners, this study has outlined a performance-based abstraction approach that offers guidance to practitioners on how to use prototyping, both digital and physical, starting in the abstraction stages rather than waiting for the application and concept development stages more typically associated with the application of design skills. Performance-based abstraction is described as providing a pragmatic approach to the synthesis and testing of conceptually distant ideas derived from biology through the materials, fabrication methods, and scale of a design or engineering project. It allows not only the evaluation of the variables at play but also in serving as a boundary object between experts in design and biology.

Because of its ability to surface key biomimicry design and collaboration issues as well as its correlation with projects reaching implementation, prototyping appears to be an important tool for practitioners, particularly for those working in three-dimensional design, and should be a promoted skill within trainings.
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